JBL TEMPO™ SERIES
HEADPHONES

In-ear, ear-bud and on-ear headphones with high-performance drivers for
clear, powerful sound
JBL Tempo™ Series headphones deliver the inimitable JBL® sound in three different, lightweight styles: in-ear,
ear bud and on-ear. High-performance drivers produce accurate, high-output sound with outstanding frequency
response. Foam cushions, silicone sleeves and padded ear cups ensure that JBL Tempo ear buds, in-ear and on-ear
headphones, respectively, are as comfortable as they are powerful.
Finish:

SPECIFICATIONS
High-performance driver:

9mm (in-ear), 15mm (ear bud), 40mm (on-ear)

Frequency range:

20Hz – 20kHz

Impedance:

16 ohms (in-ear), 32 ohms (ear bud), 32 ohms (on-ear)

Sensitivity:

96dB (in-ear), 113dB (ear bud), 112dB (on-ear)

Max input power:

10mW (in-ear), 4mW (ear bud), 30mW (on-ear)

Cable:

1.2m (3.9 ft)

Plug:

3.5mm (1/8") gold-plated

Case:

JBL carrying pouch

JBL TEMPO™ SERIES
Headphones

In-ear, ear-bud and on-ear headphones with high-performance drivers for clear,
powerful sound
HIGHLIGHTS
High-performance drivers – From the in-ear 9mm to the ear bud 15mm and onto the on-ear
40mm, Tempo headphone drivers generate an outstanding frequency range of 20Hz to 20kHz.
The resulting response is clear, powerful JBL sound with exceptional bass and smooth vocals.
Padded headband and ear cups – JBL Tempo on-ear headphones have an adjustable, padded
headband and padded ear cups that self-adjust for alignment. You’ll be well-adjusted for a
comfortable, longer listening experience.
Folding, closed-back ear cup – The JBL Tempo on-ear headphone ear cups fold flat when you’re
not using them, making the headphones easy to transport and store. The closed-back design
provides a more private listening experience.
Latex-free silicone sleeves – Three pairs of sleeves in sizes small, medium and large are included
with the JBL Tempo in-ear headphones. The size choices maximize ear-canal comfort, while the
sleeves block most outside noise.
Foam cushions – A pair of foam cushions are included with the JBL Tempo ear buds. These
cushions enhance comfort, which can let you listen longer without fatigue.
JBL carrying pouch – Award-winning sound is worth protecting. In-ear and on-ear JBL Tempo
headphones come with protective carrying pouches, which can also keep silicone sleeves or
foam cushions from getting lost.
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